The comparison of stepping responses following perturbations applied to pelvis during overground and treadmill walking.
Treadmills are used frequently in rehabilitation enabling neurologically impaired subjects to train walking while being assisted by therapists. Numerous studies compared walking on treadmill and overground for unperturbed but not also perturbed conditions. The objective of this study was to compare stepping responses (step length, step width and step time) during overground and treadmill walking in a group of healthy subjects where balance assessment robots applied perturbing pushes to the subject's pelvis in sagittal and frontal planes. During walking in both balance assessment robots (overground and treadmill-based) with applied perturbations the stepping responses of a group of seven healthy subjects were assessed with a motion tracking camera. The results show high degree of similarity of stepping responses between overground and treadmill walking for all perturbation directions. Both devices reproduced similar experimental conditions with relatively small standard deviations in the unperturbed walking as well as in perturbed walking. Based on these results we may conclude that stepping responses following perturbations can be studied on an instrumented treadmill where ground reaction forces can be readily assessed which is not the case during perturbed overground walking.